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statistically significant differences between exposed residues and interface residues for ALA, ARG, ASN, ASP,
GLU, HIS, LYS, THR, VAL, MET, PRO, and overall the interface residues have an increased tendency to
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Abstract
An angle Ω is defined to serve as a metric for global side-chain orientations, which reflects the 
orientation of the side chain relative to the radial vector from the center of the protein to an amino 
acid. The side-chain orientations of buried residues exhibit characteristically different orientations 
than do exposed residues, in both monomeric and dimeric structures. Overall, buried side chains 
point mostly inward, whereas surface side chains tend to point outward from the surface. This 
difference in behavior also correlates well with the residue hydrophobicity; so a global side-chain 
orientation can be viewed as a direct structural manifestation of hydrophobicity. When various 
solvent-accessible layers are considered, the behavior is relatively continuous between centrally 
located and exposed residues. In the case of interfacial residues between subunits, there are 
statistically significant differences between exposed residues and interface residues for ALA, 
ARG, ASN, ASP, GLU, HIS, LYS, THR, VAL, MET, PRO, and overall the interface residues 
have an increased tendency to point inward. Presumably, these substantial differences in 
orientations of side chains may be a manifestation of hydrophobic forces.
Keywords
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Introduction
Over 20 years ago, Rackovsky and Scheraga1,2 proposed that the orientation of side chains 
is the best variable for defining their hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity; they defined a θ 
angle that is an angle between the center-of-mass-to-Cα vector and the Cα-to-side-chain-
© 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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atom vector, and reported that nonpolar residues show a preponderance of values of θ > 90° 
and polar residues show predominantly values of θ < 90°. However, they used a fairly small 
set of protein structures and did not consider orientation of side chains in multisubunit 
protein structures.1,2 Various workers have considered the relationship between the extent of 
burial and the distribution of amino acid types and their behaviors.3–6 Many have considered 
hydrophobicity to be one of the most important physicochemical characteristics of amino 
acids; consequently, there are a large number of hydrophobicity scales in the literature, 
where hydrophobicity has been measured or calculated in diverse ways, for example, from 
octanol–water solubility differences, from side-chain polarity calculations, from residue 
distributions at surfaces compared with the cores of proteins, and from the atomic 
constituents of side chains. A hydrophobicity scale provides a ranked list of amino acids 
according to a set of hydrophobicity values.7 Neumaier, Huyer, and Born-berg-Bauer, in an 
unpublished work (1999), visualized the 20 amino acids as points in a three-dimensional 
hydrophobicity space and represented them by means of a minimal spanning tree; the 
dominant scale was most similar to two scales derived from contact potentials (http://
www.mat.univie.ac.at/∼neum/software/protein/aminoacids.html). Black & Mould8 
determined hydrophobicity parameters for side chains of 22 common post- or 
cotranslationally modified residues and for the standard unmodified amino acids and found 
that their hydrophobicity parameter set for the side chains of the standard 20 amino acids 
correlates well with other widely accepted sets. Cornette et al.9 gave a thorough review of 
various hydrophobicity scales. Some of the hydrophobicity scales are highly correlated with 
others; however, some hydrophobicity scales stand out as characteristically different.9 Pintar 
et al.10 defined residue depth as a structure-based hydrophobicity index, and showed that a 
good correlation exists between mean residue depth and common hydrophobicity scales. 
However, none of these studies have considered the relationships between side-chain 
orientation, location in the structure and hydrophobicity.
Side chains presumably select their orientations on the basis of their being energetically 
favored conformations, but not necessarily in every individual case, and instead reflect the 
minimum of all interactions. There have been detailed studies concerned with the spatial and 
orientation distribution of side chains. For example, in Richards's jigsaw puzzle model,11 the 
complementarity of size and shape is essential for the packing of side chains in globular 
proteins. In the opposing view, Bromberg and Dill presented a nuts-and-bolts model,12 
which suggested that constraints induced by steric complementarity or pairwise specificity 
have little influence on the packing of side chains. Bahar and Jernigan13 studied the angular 
position of the nearest nonbonded neighbors located within the first coordination shell of 
each type of amino acid and found that some residue pairs appear to select specific 
coordination states. Some studies on the packing of sidechains with low resolution models 
have indicated that the packing of sidechains is not random, but exhibits some preferred 
coordination geometries and directionalities.13,14 However, there are some remaining 
unanswered questions. We know that nonspecific hydrophobic interactions contribute 
strongly to protein stability in general. However, do the side chain orientation preferences of 
buried residues within a hydrophobic environment really differ from those of exposed 
residues? Are there some orientations especially characteristic of residues at subunit–subunit 
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interfaces? Of course, many studies have focused on the details of the side-chain 
conformations themselves,15–21 but this is not the subject to be considered here.
It is clear that constraints from packing can affect side-chain conformations in an overall 
sense. Some researchers have pointed out that the drive for optimal packing of side chains is 
more pronounced for buried, tightly packed residues than for residues having substantial 
conformational freedom on the surface, or in loosely packed regions. Keskin and Bahar14 
showed that consideration of the directionality and specificity in side-chain–side-chain 
packing can improve conformation predictions of core residues, but this has a relatively 
small effect for surface residues.
Why do these characteristics matter? If some general characteristics can be observed, then 
this means that these effects of side-chain packing matter, and potential functions could be 
built to incorporate the observed features, which would then presumably provide a better 
characterization of the most important features of protein structures. However, such an 
extension will not be carried out in the present work. The aim of the present study is simply 
to answer the following questions: do the distributions of these orientation angles differ 
between interior residues and surface residues? For both monomeric and multimeric 
structures? Are these preferences significantly perturbed at the interfaces between subunits 
in multisub-unit structures?
Methods
Data Used
A set of monomeric structures is analyzed to identify the side-chain orientations of residues 
that are buried and exposed. Another set of dimeric structures is used to study side-chain 
orientations that are either at subunit–subunit interfaces or exposed. All these structures have 
been selected with the UniqueProt22 program to remove sequence redundancy, to assure that 
sequence identity is below 20%. Structures are extracted from the Protein Quaternary 
Structure Database (PQS)23 to be certain that they are given as biological units. The 
resolution of all proteins used is better than 2.5 Å. The PQS names of these proteins are 
given in the supplementary material.
Calculation of Side-Chain Orientation Angle
The Ω angle is defined as the angle between the vector pointing from the geometrical center 
of a side chain of a residue to its Cα atom and the vector from the geometrical center of the 
monomeric structure to the Cα atom of each residue (note this is the supplement of the angle 
used eaerlier by Rackovsky and Scheraga). For any atoms having alternative positions we 
calculate the average position for each atom. We define the Ω angle over the range 0 to 
180°; residue side chains point radially inward in their orientations if the Ω angle is less than 
90°; and if the value is greater than or equal to 90°, they point outward from the center. A C
++ program was written to calculate the Ω angle for the sets of protein structures. For the 
dimeric structures, two subunits of the protein are extracted. Ω angle calculations for each 
residue in each subunit are then performed as was done for the monomeric structures.
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Residue Solvent-Accessible Surface Area (ASA) Calculation and Determination of Subunit-
Subunit Interface Residues
The accessible surface areas have been calculated using the program NACCESS.24 Surface 
residues of a protein are defined as those residues with a relative accessible surface area25 
>5%. The subunit–subunit interface residues are determined by the change in residues' 
solvent accessible surface area (ΔASA). The interface residues are defined as those having 
an ASA that decreases by more than 1 Å2 upon complex formation,26 and where the 
accessible surface area is ≤5%. A C++ program was written to calculate ΔASA for each 
residue and to identify the interface residues.
Statistical Analysis
A comparative analysis between exposed and buried residues for monomeric proteins is 
carried out with a nonparametric Wilcoxon test.27 Multiple comparisons between burial, 
interface, and exposed groups for dimeric proteins are made with the Scheffé method.27 We 
calculate p-value for these tests, and if the p-value is below 0.05, we consider the difference 
to be significant; otherwise, the difference is taken to be not statistically significant.
Results and Discussion
Relationship between Ω Angle and Hydrophobicity Scale
For the set of monomeric and dimeric structures, Ω angles are calculated separately for 
buried and exposed residues. Figure 1 shows the value for both sets of structures. Overall, 
the correlation between the two sets is above 99 % (also see Table I), which shows 
consistent results for both sets of structures. We compare these Ω angle values with 47 
different hydrophobicity or polarity scales (in Table I), and we can see that there are high 
correlations between these hydrophobicity or polarity scales and Ω angle values. From these 
results, we conclude that the Ω angle is closely related to a residue's hydrophobicity.
Overall, from the results for both monomeric structures and dimeric structures, we see that 
polar residue types have a tendency for Ω values to be ≥90° and the hydrophobic residues 
have a tendency for Ω values to be <90°. In Figure 2, the average angle and variance for 19 
types of exposed amino acids are 97 ± 11, the average angle and variance for 19 types of 
buried amino acid type are 76 ± 6. In Figure 3, the average angle and variance for 19 
exposed amino acid type are 97 ± 11, the average angle and variance for 19 buried amino 
acid type are 76 ± 6, the average angle and variance for 19 types of interface amino acid 
type are 89 ± 7. These results show there is a greater variance in the angles of the exposed 
residues, while the angles of the buried and interface residues exhibit less variance, and that 
interface residues behave overall in an intermediate way. So the differences in the angles of 
the exposed residues may relate more closely to the hydrophobicity of an amino acid.
Difference in Ω Angles between Exposed and Buried Residues in Monomeric Structures
A residue's solvent accessibility is well known to be related to its hydrophobicity. The 
results above show that the Ω angle is also related to residue hydrophobicity, so we want to 
investigate what the difference in Ω angle is, between exposed and buried residues in 
monomeric structures. From Figure 2, we can see that the Ω angles of buried residues and 
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exposed residues are quite different for most residues except CYS. A Wilcoxon test shows 
these differences to be statistically significant. For CYS, the average Ω angles for exposed 
and buried residues are not different, which could be a reflection of the constraining 
influence of the disulfide bonds of these residues.
Difference in Ω Angle Distributions between Exposed, Interfacial, and Buried Residues in 
Dimeric Structures
To learn what the differences in Ω angles are between exposed, interfacial, and buried 
residues in dimeric structure, we calculate the average Ω angles for residues in these 
different categories. As we have seen in monomeric structures, average Ω angle values for 
buried residues and exposed residues are statistically different except for CYS. In Figure 3, 
it can be seen that for exposed residues and interfacial residues, these are statistically 
significantly difference between interfacial residues and exposed residues in their average 
values of Ω for ALA, ARG, ASN, ASP, GLU, HIS, LYS, THR, VAL, MET, and PRO. 
However, the differences are not statistically significant for CYS, GLN, ILE, LEU, PHE, 
SER, TRP, and TYR (p-values are >0.05 for these residues types in Table II). So we observe 
that for some type of residues, subunit–subunit interfacial residues have a tendency to 
extend radially inward significantly, more than the usual surface residues do, evidently 
corresponding to residue reorientations to accommodate binding partners, and a behavior 
more similar to buried residues in general.
Relationship between Ω Angle and Mean Residue Depth
Pintar et al.10 reported that mean residue depths correlate well with hydrophobicity based on 
136 nonhomologous, monomeric crystal structures and the calculated mean residue depths 
for each of the 20 amino acid types. Because our results show that the Ω angle is also related 
to residue hydrophobicity, we want to know what the relationship is between the residue Ω 
distribution and the mean residue depth. We calculate correlation coefficients between 
Pintar's residue depths and our Ω angle (from Table I), and find that there is a −95% 
correlation between Ω angle value and mean residue depth for both monomeric structures 
and dimeric structures. This means that the greater the residue's depth, the more inward the 
sidechain points. Pintar et al.10 recently reported that mean residue depth can serve as a 
good structure-based index for hydrophobicity. Here we likewise find that Ω angles similarly 
follow this burial effect. Moreover, no assumption has been made here regarding the 
physicochemical properties of each amino acid in the calculation of the Ω angle, so our Ω 
values are fully unbiased and empirical in nature. Here we have investigated the Ω angle 
only in terms of side chains pointing radially either outward or inward. Investigation of 
further details of these distributions of Ω angles is under way.
Ω Angle for Different Sizes of Monomeric Protein Structure
We have already shown that there is a predominance of Ω angles >90° for exposed residues. 
We want to know whether the protein size has any influence on this behavior. We divided 
the monomeric protein structures into two sets—a small size set of protein structures with 93 
structures ranging from 59–249 residues, and a large size set of protein structures with 51 
structures having from 260–907 residues. Then we calculate the Ω angle values for exposed 
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residues and buried residues for these two sets. Figure 4(a) and (b) shows the values for both 
sets of structures. From Figure 4(a) and (b), we can see that there is a predominance of the Ω 
angle that is >90° for exposed residues and a predominance of Ω angles below 90° for buried 
residues for both sets, and if we compare the Ω angle values of exposed residues between the 
small size proteins and the large size proteins, we find the Ω angle values for exposed 
residues of small size protein structures to be larger than those of large protein structures for 
almost all types of amino acids. To the contrary, for the buried residues, usually Ω is smaller 
for small proteins, especially for the hydrophobic residue types.
Variation of Ω Angle in Different Solvent-Accessible Layers of Structure
To learn about the behavior of the Ω angle values for different solvent-accessible layers of 
monomeric structures, we divided residues into different layers based on solvent accessible 
areas. Figure 5 shows the results for all residue types. As we showed above, when the 
residues become more solvent accessible, the Ω angles increase universally, and here we see 
almost monotonic behavior. We use terminal atoms in our calculations, and when we use 
geometric centers of side chains instead, we obtain nearly identical results. However, we can 
see from Figure 5, for LEU and MET, that the average Ω angles decrease in some layers of 
monomeric structures although the average Ω angles for these two types of residues increase 
globally as residues become more solvent accessible. For some other types of residues, we 
find similar results (Fig. 5). Particularly for Trp, the nonmonotonic variation of the Ω angle 
is significant. Because the number of Trp residues in these structures is relatively small in 
comparison with other amino acids, we believe that this behavior for Trp may originate in 
part from statistical errors because of the small sample.
To compare against the older results,1,2 the Ω angle in the present work is the supplement of 
the angle θ defined there. We define the Ω angles to be the angle between the center-of-
geometry-to- Cα vector and the side-chain geometry center (or terminal atom of each 
residue)-to- Cα vector. Moreover, by using a large set of monomeric protein structures we 
can pay more attention to the effects on orientation of side-chains on the residues' location in 
protein structures. Because polar residues are usually on the surface and nonpolar residues 
are buried, our results verify the conclusions in those papers. Furthermore, our results for 
dimeric protein structures show that the association of subunits has a strong influence on 
orientations of side chains of residues located in the interface between subunits. Why are 
these orientation effects observed? We note that such global structural effects have rarely 
been reported for entire proteins by using a large set of protein structures. Even though 
individual cases may deviate from the global case, the set of proteins used here is sufficient 
to make this radial behavior clearly evident, as can be seen in Figure 5 when we classify 
residues into different layers based on the solvent accessibility of residues. We did not 
classify residues based on the radial distance28 of residues, but instead, have made a 
connection with solvent accessibility, which we believe to be a more direct connection. But, 
of course, solvent accessibilities and burial depths of residues are closely related. Some 
radial effects on orientation of the peptide may be inferred from the process of hydrophobic 
collapse;29 however, these could equally well be manifested by the backbone, as by the side 
chains. It would be interesting to learn whether local backbone orientations exhibit 
orientation effects like the side-chain orientations observed here. Why do some types of 
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sidechains show evidence of rearrangements when they are located at the subunit–subunit 
interface? Because one major characteristic difference between polar and hydrophobic side 
chains is that overall the binding strengths come largely from hydrophobic interactions, and 
the specificity from the polar interactions, one might expect differences between these two 
classes of residues. This will be considered in subsequent studies. Recently, we have 
considered the orientation between close residue pairs30 in developing new potentials, and it 
would be interesting to make a connection between the global effects reported here and 
those local orientation effects.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
Appendix: Index to the Hydrophobicity Scales
HOPPW: Hoop and Wood (1981)
YUNGD: Yunger and Cramer (1981)
FAUPL: Fauchere and Pliska (1983)
ABODR: Aboderin (1971)
BULDG: Bull and Breese (1973)
KYTDO: Kyte and Doolittle (1982)
CHOTH: Chothia (1976)
WERSC: Wertz and Scheraga (1978)
JANIN: Janin (1979)
MEIRO: Meirovitch et al. (1980)
PONNU: Ponnuswamy et al. (1980)
NNEIG: The nearest neighbor matrix method (1987)
ROBOS: Robson and Osguthorpe (1978)
WSDLG: Wertz and Scheraga,delta G (Guy,1985)
JADLG: Janin delta G
GUY: Guy (1985)
GUYM: Average of Guy, Ponnuswamy, Meirovitch, and Wertz & Scheraga delta G.
KRIDG: Krigbaum and Komoriya (1979)
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KRIGK: Krigbaum and Komoriya (1979)
NIOII: Nishikawa and Ooi (1980)
MIJER: Miyazawa and Jernigan (1985)
ROSEF: Rose et al. (1985a)
SWEET: Sweet and Eisenberg (1983)
SWEIG: Sweet and Eisenberg (1983)
REKKR: Rekker (1977)
FROMM: Frommel (1984)
EIMCL: Eisenberg and MacLachlan (1986)
PRIFT: The Fourier transform composite power spectrum for the primary set of helices.
PRILS: The least-squares composite power spectrum forthe primary set of helices.
ALTFT: The Fourier transform composite power spectrum for the alternative set of helices.
ALTLS: The least-squares composite power spectrum for the alternative set of helices.
TOTFT: The Fourier transform composite power spectrum for the total set of helices.
TOTLS: The least-squares composite power spectrum for the total set of helices.
BLACKS: Shaun D. Black and Diane R. Mould (1991)
SDH: Structure-derived hydrophobicity31
Dpxr: Mean residue depth (Alessandro Pintar et al., 2003)
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Fig. 1. 
Average Ω angle values for monomeric and dimeric structures. Black: monomer. White: 
dimer.
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Fig. 2. 
Ω angle values for buried residues and exposed residues in monomeric structures. Black: 
exposed residues. White: buried residues.
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Fig. 3. 
Ω angle values for buried residues, interface residues, and exposed residues in dimeric 
structures. 1: buried residues, 2: exposed residues, and 3: interface residues.
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Fig. 4. 
(a). Ω angle values for buried residues and exposed residues for small monomeric proteins 
(59–249 residues). Black: exposed residues. White: buried residues. (b). Ω angle values for 
buried residues and exposed residues for large monomeric proteins (260–907). Black: 
exposed residues. White: buried residues.
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Fig. 5. 
Average Ω angle values for Asp, Cys, Glu, His, Leu, Lys, Met, Phe, Ala, Arg, Asn, Gln, Pro, 
Ser, Thr, Trp, Tyr, Val, and Ile in different solvent-accessible layers of monomeric 
structures. cen: the geometrical centers of side chains. ter: the terminal atoms of residues.
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Table I
Correlations between Various Hydrophobicity Scales and Ω Values for Set of Monomeric 
and Dimeric Proteins
Monomer set Dimer set
ZIMMR −52 −53
NTAN −80 −80
NTANR −71 −72
JONES −67 −64
LEVIT 83 83
HOPPW 85 86
YUNGD −85 −82
FAUPL −94 −93
ZASLZ −64 −62
WOLF −70 −72
KUNTZ 74 76
ABODR −77 −77
MEEK −64 −65
BULDG −74 −75
EISEN −80 −81
KYTDO −83 −85
CHOTH −82 −83
WERSC −95 −95
JANIN −84 −84
OLSEN −76 −77
MEIRO 93 92
PONNU −91 −90
NNEIG −93 −93
ROBOS −88 −85
CHDLG 71 73
WSDLG 92 91
JADLG −84 −85
GUY 90 90
GUYM 96 96
KRIDG −76 −74
KRIGK 92 93
NIOII −93 −92
MIJER −97 −96
ROSEF −97 −96
SWEET −87 −88
SWEIG −87 −88
REKKR −79 −78
VHEBL 72 73
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Monomer set Dimer set
FROMM −81 −79
EIMCL −83 −82
PRIFT −90 −91
PRILS −89 −90
ALTFT −87 −87
ALTLS −88 −88
TOTFT −91 −92
TOTLS −90 −91
BLACKS −84 −84
GI-dpxr −95 −95
Average monomer 100 99
Average dimer 99 100
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Table II
Scheffé Test for All Pairwise Comparisons between Buried, Interface, and Exposed 
Residues
p-Values
B/E B/I E/I P/H
ALA <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 P
ARG <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0052 P
ASN <0.0001 0.0427 <0.0001 P
ASP <0.0001 0.003 <0.0001 P
GLU <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 P
HIS <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0044 P
LYS <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0013 P
THR <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 P
VAL <0.0001 0.0308 0.0149 H
CYS 0.15 0.29 0.79 P
GLN <0.0001 <0.0001 0.16 P
ILE <0.0001 0.10 0.18 H
LEU <0.0001 <0.0001 0.28 H
MET <0.0001 0.06 0.02 H
PHE <0.0001 0.14 0.10 H
PRO <0.0001 0.27 0.0002 H
SER <0.0001 <0.0001 0.08 P
TRP <0.0001 0.0021 0.97 P
TYR <0.0001 <0.0001 0.59 P
B, buried residues; I, interfacial residues; E, exposed residues; P, polar residue; H, hydrophobic residue. p-Values ≤ 0.05 are taken to be significant.
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